
How did actions of the Internet Research Agency (IRA) on Reddit influence 
voters’ political perceptions surrounding the 2016 US presidential election?
Issue Area: The implication of digital identity on political preference

r/Context
• In the wake of the divisive 2016 US presidential election, allegations surfaced that foreign governments, specifically Russia, had 

interfered in the election process through a variety of means, including use of social media. An investigation by various federal 
departments identified the Kremlin-backed Internet Research Agency (IRA) as a culprit in social media manipulation, utilizing a 
myriad of social media sites and affordances to “spread disinformation and societal division.”

• IRA accounts surrounding the election magnified voices that were pro-Trump, anti-Clinton, and at times pro-Sanders or 
pro-Stein.

• Reddit is a social media site, the sixth most popular website in the United States, and the eighteenth in the world, as of recent 
polling data. An investigation by the United States Senate found that IRA agents utilized Reddit “[at least] in part… to test 
audience reaction to disinformation and influence campaign content before its dissemination 
through other social media platform channels.”

• Reddit identified 944 fake accounts, suspected to be connected to the IRA

r/Methodology
• Review 100 randomly selected IRA-linked Reddit accounts to understand how the IRA appealed to facets of identity to impact 

political perception.
• Code the 10 most popular interactions (posts/comments) each account for:

• Indication of the group membership of the user:
• Race
• Gender
• Age
• Social class
• Religious affiliation

• Type of political content:
• Pro-Trump, anti-Hillary

• Pro-Bernie, Anti-Cruz, Pro-Stein
• Pro/anti law enforcement
• Call for offline action

• Connection to offline persona
• Claim of being American
• Indication of a “real name”

r/Theory
• Mediatization Theory: Media tethers people together, mediatization makes it possible for new actors to enter a community. The IRA 

used this shift to build upon existing division
• Social Identity Theory: An individuals thinks of themselves in terms of the different social categories to which they belong

• Self-categorization: The process by which a self names itself in relation to other social groups or categories.
• Different facets of identity can become activated in circumstances when they become relevant

r/Literature_Review
• Interaction between users
• The Internet Research Agency
• Reddit
• Online identity expression
• Disinformation
• Political outcomes

r/Feedback
• If you are interested in these topics I would love to discuss them with you in person!
• Any gaps you may notice in my research or flaws in my methodology
• Any other criteria for which I should code the accounts
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